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1 Landscape

Match the words to the pictures. Then complete the sentences on the next page.

a beach a desert a forest a hill

a lake a mountain an island an ocean

a river a valley a volcano a waterfall

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

9. 10. 11. 12.
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1. Everest is the highest in the world.

2. Sicily is an in the Mediterranean Sea.

3. We sat on the and played near the sea.

4. The Amazon is a long in South America.

5. Niagara is the most famous in the world.

6. The Sahara is a large in North Africa.

7. The Pacific is the largest in the world.

8. In my country, there is a large with lots of tall trees and wild animals.

2 Talking point

Describe the landscape of your country.

3 Animals

Where can you typically find the following animals? Put them into the correct categories below. More

than one category is possible.

a bear a camel a deer a dolphin a duck a fish

a frog a gorilla a lizard a monkey an elephant a scorpion

a shark a snake a spider a tiger a whale a wolf

In a forest:

In the ocean:

In a river:

In a desert:

In a jungle:

Which animals do you have in your country? Make sentences with:

We have a lot of .../quite a few .../ lots of ... / a few ... / a small number of ...

We don’t have any ... at all/ many ...
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4 Natural disasters

Match the names of natural disasters to the simple descriptions:

1. an earthquake a. a fire in a forest

2. a flood b. a large amount of water

3. a wildfire c. a movement of the ground

4. a heatwave d. a very strong wind

5. a drought e. no rain

6. a hurricane f. very hot weather for a long time

Now complete the sentences below.

1. On April 18, 1906 there was a great in San Francisco. Many buildings were

destroyed.

2. I hope this doesn’t continue. It’s too hot to do anything.

3. Farmers cannot grow anything because of the .

4. In England, are very common in spring when it rains almost everyday.

5. Last summer, there were many in California because of the intense sun.

6. In Florida, it is dangerous to go outside when there is a . A tree can fall on your

head.

5 Talking point

Answer any of the questions below.

1. Are there any natural disasters in your country?

2. Are there any national parks in your country? What can visitors see there?

3. Which country’s wildlife would you like to see? Why?
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